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Die Singphoniker Vocal Ensemble
“40 Singphonic Years” – Anniversary Programme
Four decades of ensemble history, always at the very top of their field
– this puts the Singphoniker in a very small circle of the world’s leading
vocal ensembles. In their current, younger line-up, they are celebrating
their 40th birthday: With a gala programme and highlights of the
singphonic repertoire – from Lasso to Schubert and Romanticism to
Orff, but also with jazz and pop. And of course, with the Comedian
Harmonists, with whom it all began!
Info: ►Singphoniker ►Anniversary Programme ►Youtube

Johannes Fischer & Nicholas Rimmer
Percussion & Piano
“Live to the Screen” – Silent Film Classics

Johannes Fischer is not only a percussionist, conductor and composer,
but also an ingenious improviser – as is his duo partner, pianist
Nicholas Rimmer. The two are passionate about creating new music
for masterpieces from the silent film era, performed live to the screen,
just like in the “good old days”. Whether Metropolis, Hamlet, Nosferatu or
an early Hitchcock – in the inventive and personal style of this duo,
these classics become an exciting new experience every time!
Info: ►Johannes Fischer ►Nicholas Rimmer ►Read more (in German)

Stefan Temmingh & Ensemble
“Songs of Travel” – Children’s Concert
For the second time, the Pierre Boulez Saal Berlin has invited this
captivating and successful co-production into their concert season.
Recorder virtuoso Stefan Temmingh and oud player Bakr Khleifi,
together with students from Berlin, Freiburg and Luebeck, embark on
a musical journey through diverse cultures and countries. In doing so,
they bring folk songs from across the centuries to new life in a
surprising combination of instruments. The universal language of
music provides them with the story – for kids and adults.
Info: ►Programme (6-10 pers.) ►Video Trailer ►Stefan Temmingh
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Margret Koell Welsh Triple Harp
New CD “Silent Dance” – Dowland & Purcell
On her new solo CD, Margret Koell focuses on two of the great
English composers – Dowland and Purcell. As a leading international
performer in the field of historical harps, she of course does this on a
suitable instrument, the Welsh Triple Harp. The works are
characterised by a pleasant melancholy, often combined with a gentle,
dance-like quality, like a fading late summer day. With her solo recitals,
Margret Koell invites you into a realm of enchanting harp sound –
usually performed on several historical harps.
Info: ►Margret Koell ►Listen to CD ►Video Boulezsaal Berlin

Sebastian Klinger Violoncello
Beethoven’s Cello Sonatas Duo with Piano
Finally, cellist Sebastian Klinger was back on tour with pianist Enrico
Pace – as already before Corona, e. g. at the Beethovenfest Bonn or in
Delft. For him, the duo is one of the most fulfilling set-ups which
chamber music for the cello has to offer! The inspiration for their
concerts are Beethoven’s ground-breaking cello sonatas and their
influence on the composers of the Romantic period and beyond. The
programme exists in various versions with works by Beethoven,
Brahms etc. – but also with only the Beethoven sonatas in 1 or 2
concert evenings.
Info: ►Sebastian Klinger ►Portrait & Programmes ►Audio: Dvořák CD

Philharmonic String Quintet Berlin
“Kreutzer Sonatas” – Beethoven & Janáček
This quintet in its unusual instrumentation with double bass always
stands for exciting concerts – and contrasts the Kreutzer sonatas by
Beethoven and Janáček: Beethoven wrote his famous sonata in
1802/03, the quintet version is by Czerny from 1832. The work plays
a fatal role in Tolstoy’s 1889 novel of the same name, which in turn
inspired Leoš Janáček to write his string quartet in 1923. Six silent film
versions exist from the same period. A concert programme full of
passions which could be extended by a short film projection.
Info: ►Philharmonic String Quintet ►Video: Beethoven
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Stefan Temmingh Recorder
& Capricornus Consort Basel

“Bach and his Rivals – Leipzig 1723”
Winner of the prestigious German OPUS Klassik Award 2022
(Concerto Recording of the Year), Stefan Temmingh presents an
imaginary contest between Bach and his competitors Telemann,
Graupner and Fasch for the Thomaskantor position 300 years ago,
when Bach was only the third choice! Another award-winning project
very close to Stefan Temmingh’s heart, again with the fantastic
Capricornus Consort Basel, a combination that has meanwhile received
numerous international awards. – And my passionate recommendation, too!
Info: ►Stefan Temmingh ►CD project “Leipzig 1723” ►Programme

Die Singphoniker Vocal Ensemble
“Oh, Christmas Tree” with piano or a-cappella
In their Christmas programmes, the Singphoniker focus not only on
contemplation but also on the joy of the festive season! Accompanied
by their pianist, the renowned German vocal ensemble in its
rejuvenated line-up sings well-known German and international
Christmas carols, works from Bach to Rossini, but also all-time hits like
“Let it snow” or “White Christmas”. There is of course also an a
cappella version for a church venue – and even one with symphony
orchestra.
Info: ►Singphoniker ►Video ►Programme with piano ►A-cappella

Trombone Unit Hannover Trombone Octet
“Planets” – Holst’s Planets with stopovers on Earth
The Trombone Unit takes you on a journey into space – to the planets
Uranus, Mars, Venus, Saturn and Jupiter with the music of Gustav
Holst. Not to forget the stopovers on Planet Earth with Bruckner,
Mozart and Susato! Once again, the eight trombonists have come up
with a programme that cannot be heard like this anywhere else – with
arrangements that are tailor-made for them and with a virtuosity that
is unparalleled on the trombone.
Info: ►Trombone Unit ►Video: Bruckner ►Programme
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Margret Koell

Baroque Harp & Ensemble Between the Strings
“Concerto delle donne” − The most famous
women’s ensemble of the Renaissance
With an all-female ensemble of 3 singers and 4 instrumentalists,
baroque harpist Margret Koell brings back to the stage this legendary
and revered concert format from the Renaissance court of Ferrara.
“Concerto delle donne” had its acclaimed premiere at the Innsbruck
Festival for Early Music with a singer line-up including Dorothee
Mields, Barbara Zanichelli and Marie-Claude Chappuis. Currently maybe the only female baroque ensemble – with
this iconic programme they are certainly unique! Get a ►live impression here.
Info: ►Margret Koell ►Video Trailer ►Programme & Cast

Neudauer - Klinger - Shirinyan Piano Trio
New Trio – New Programmes
Cellist Sebastian Klinger has joined forces with two of his musical
friends, violinist Lena Neudauer and pianist Marianna Shirinyan, in a
wonderful new chamber music trio. For 2023/24, they have conceived
a programme that will be performed at the Heidelberg Spring Festival,
among others – with classics such as Beethoven, but also exquisite
rarities (e. g. Silvestrov, Arensky, Rihm). Details and further
programme options can be ►downloaded here.
Info: ►Sebastian Klinger ►Programmes (in cooperation with gerber | artists)

Johannes Fischer Percussion
“A Thousand Sounding Things” Solo Recital
A frying pan, a car rim, an electric shaver, a metal spring, a ceramic pot
or a cactus – Johannes Fischer is considered the sound magician among
percussionists and loves to conjure up sounds from all kinds of objects.
In this solo programme, he combines a variety of traditional and
unconventional percussion instruments in ever new, creative
constellations. In addition to his own compositions and commissioned
works, he plays pieces by renowned 20 th and 21st century composers
such as Cage, Reich, Xenakis, N. A. Huber and Feldman.
Info: ►Johannes Fischer ►Video ►Programme Repertoire List
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Die Singphoniker Vocal Ensemble
“Franz Schubert & Georg Kreisler”
Two Viennese ‘Songwriters’
Georg Kreisler would be 100 now, but his pitch-black humor is
timeless. The Singphoniker celebrate a summit meeting of two
Viennese souls who lived 150 years apart. A programme with original
works by Schubert and Singphonic arrangements of Kreisler’s songs –
full of Viennese wit, exuberance and sarcasm but also with heart-felt
emotion. The Singphoniker at their best, in two genres for which they
are famous!
Info: ►Singphoniker ►Video ►Programme

Duo Belli & Schmeding Trombone & Organ
“Nordic Lights”
Trombone & organ – two captivating and equally matched instruments
that can fill a church space. This combination has existed for centuries.
Trombonist Frederic Belli and ECHO Klassik award winner Martin
Schmeding on the organ impress with an intriguing programme,
predominantly with Nordic repertoire – from chamber music to a full
symphonic sound.
Info: ►F. Belli ►M. Schmeding ►Video ►Programme

Stefan Temmingh & Wiebke Weidanz
Recorder & Harpsichord
“Royal Music” from across Europe
Almost a classic of these two soloists! Their musical unity is audible, as
is their creative energy. They present works from the courts of baroque
Europe – first and foremost Handel’s recorder sonatas for Princess
Anne which are among the most beautiful repertoire for the recorder.
Also, the harpsichord part is exceptionally virtuosic.
Info: ►Temmingh & Weidanz ►Listen to CD ►Programme
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Trombone Unit Hannover
Trombone Octet
“Kings in Your Castle”
Whether in a castle or palace hall, open air in a park or courtyard but
also in churches and concert halls: The eight trombonists evoke the
glory days of castles and palaces - with Renaissance and Baroque music
by Bach, Byrd, Handel, Lully and Susato, from royally sublime to
baroque and playful. You can enjoy a first impression in the video.
Info: ►Trombone Unit ►Video Susato ►Programme

Stefan Temmingh & Margret Koell
Recorder and Baroque Harp
“Sound Stories” – New Duo Programme
The new programme of these two acclaimed baroque specialists
presents music from 5 centuries, on 11 different recorders and 2 harps,
such as the Csakan flute and the single action harp from the Wiener
Klassik. “Sound Stories” could not be more diverse: songs, arias,
sonatas, dance movements by Dowland, Handel, Monteverdi
encounter works by Debussy or Pärt – an inspiring succession of
interwoven sound stories!
Info: ►Stefan Temmingh ►Margret Koell ►Programme

Philharmonic String Quintet Berlin
“Signature Pieces”
For the upcoming tour to Korea, the quintet has put together a
programme that truly represents the ensemble’s musical DNA. The
double bass in the ensemble gives symphonic dimensions to the works
of Beethoven and Bruckner. In the second half of the concert, the
soloist qualities of the individual members take centre stage, with
Bottesini, Mendelssohn, Paganini, Sarasate and Tchaikovsky. It is
precisely for this mixture that the quintet is praised worldwide.
Info: ►Philharmonic String Quintet ►Programme
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Trio Belli / Fischer / Rimmer
trombone-percussion-piano
“Fresh Air” – Programme of the new CD
This trio is currently on a wave of success and sought after as never
before – in classical concert series, at various types of festivals and on
open air stages. The three soloists in their fascinatingly unconventional
line-up play masterful arrangements across the genres, combining them
into ingenious works of art. “Fresh Air“ has just been released on CD
– with works by Bach, Brahms, Debussy, Schnyder and Svoboda.
Info: ►Trio Belli-Fischer-Rimmer ►Concert Videos

Die Singphoniker vocal ensemble
“Carl & Veronika” – Orff & Comedian Harmonists
With “Carl & Veronika” the Singphoniker just made an acclaimed
debut featuring their new baritone Marlo Honselmann! Carl Orff knew
and appreciated the Comedian Harmonists, they were contemporaries
in a tense historical context which had devastating consequences. The
Singphoniker are tracing this musically inspiring time between the wars.
Info: ►Singphoniker ►Concert Video ►Programme

Sebastian Klinger violoncello
Solo Recital: The Cello Suites by J.S. Bach
Bach’s cello suites are one of the classics in Sebastian Klinger’s
repertoire – his corresponding CD recording was awarded the
“Diapason d’or”. But this solo – in one or two concerts – is also one
of his favourite programmes (alongside his duo recitals and his
engagements as soloist with orchestra). The enthusiastic feedback on
his sensitive interpretation speaks for itself.
Info: ►Sebastian Klinger ►Listen to CD
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